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Character list and biographies  
With the aim of creating a longer series off the back of the pilot episode of Bear Trap, the 

following biographies give a texture of their backstories and how their journeys may grow 

with the following underlying motivations.  

Bear, an adult black bear 
A black bear that has roamed the woods and small town of Penn Heights for years. Aware 

that the town has blamed the hidden human trafficking ring’s kidnapping of many missing 

children on an epidemic of bear attacks, The Bear fights against both defending himself 

and not fulfilling the story the town has already given him. The Bear is considered, 

thoughtful, curious, hungry and incredibly dangerous to those he considers prey. The Bear 

has no more family left in the woods. The woods were once full of bears but they have all 

left due to the dangers of the humans in the town both laying bear traps throughout the 

woods and vigilantes hunting them down. The Bear has been able to adapt and hide 

himself, but the threat of the humans is something that never leaves his mind. The Bear 

has pride and certainty of who he is and fights against falling into the narrative others have 

written for him. The Bear used to have a family but is now completely on his own. He 

wants to rewrite his narrative and those of other Bears whilst continuing to hunt for his own 

prey and live in the woods unharmed and unbothered by the town.  

Amberly, 17 
Amberly has had to grow up very fast. Since she was young, she’s lived with her single 

Mom, Linda and has been the one to run the house and look after her Mom and her 

drinking problem. Amberly has always called her Mom, Linda (except when she’s really 

scared and needs to be taken care of, which isn’t very often). She has always asked out 

the boys she wants to date and hasn’t ever been turned down. She’s confident, “mature for 

her age,” and calls herself “one of the guys.” She has been attracted to Travis as she 

knows she can be in charge and in control of her own destiny with him. Despite 

desperately wanting to be taken care of, as she hasn’t had that from her Mom, she dislikes 

being vulnerable and really letting anyone in. She gives a good performance of nothing 

ever bothering her or letting people really in. Amberly loves to have the last word, likes to 

play fight, and is determined to get out of Penn Heights as soon as she can and when her 

Mom can take care of herself. When Travis is surprised by his ability to fight back, Amberly 
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starts to pull away from him, uncomfortable with a different role in the relationship, despite 

really liking Travis.  

Travis, 17 
Travis has always had a pretty good life. He’s the only child of a “good family,” and his 

parents come from money and run a furniture and appliance business in town. He’s rich, 

but understates that - he doesn’t want to be judged for it. He has always been asked out 

by girls and never had quite the right level of confidence to put himself fully out there. 

Nothing “bad” has happened in his life until the night that he and Amberly are approached 

by BDB. He’s sheltered and having to face coming into adulthood very quickly. He grows in 

confidence as he realises that he can in fact defend himself and Amberly and takes the 

night as a sign to face his fears and make things right in the town. He starts to become 

drunk on “making things right” and “fighting for justice” and isn’t able to fully see the 

danger that could put him and Amberly in, despite her asking him to leave things alone.  

BDB (Big Dick Bob), 23 
BDB is a lost soul who was a runaway from a bad family and got caught up with Head 

Chef when he was 17 and trafficked into the ring. He was given an offer early on to not 

have to be trafficked himself as long as he could recruit and deliver others to Head Chef 

(as he was young and in contact with lots of kids). He looks at Head Chef like a Dad and 

knows that this is his life that he can’t quite escape it, so he might as well embrace it. He 

got the nickname of Big Dick Bob for giving the highest number and most consistent 

deliveries to Head Chef, but now he’s relied too much on his laurels and has fallen short 

more recently to Head Chef’s goals. He is having a secret relationship with Head Chef’s 

daughter, Pam who is 17. As he was trafficked at 17, he never really grew up from that age 

so doesn’t seem to see that Pam being underage is problematic. He believes they do 

really love each other, but as modelled by Head Chef, tough love is the best approach. 

BDB is a chancer, reckless, and tries to live each day like its his last, because it could be. 

He’s obsessed with his cowboy hat, car and bad cologne. BDB is unaware of the levels of 

the ring and has no idea that Head Chef is answering to The Mayor. He thinks things are 

much smaller than they really are.  
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Pam, 17 
Pam presents herself as positive upbeat. She’s a bit dumb and talks almost like a Valley 

Girl, she doesn’t question things and stays aloof to her surroundings to protect herself, but 

she’s not even aware that she’s doing it. She works as a waitress at Linguini and Love, the 

restaurant her Step-Dad runs and owns. Head Chef has been in her life since she was 

young and her Mom remarried. Pam has never gotten super close with Head Chef as he’s 

a real “macho” dude who doesn’t let any vulnerability or care really show, but he’s the only 

father figure she’s got. She is aloof, thinks the best of people, and is desperately seeking 

approval from friends, family and anyone she can get it from. She’s not aware of what her 

Dad does at Linguini & Love and assumes selling spaghetti and meatballs makes a lot of 

money. Pam is in a secret relationship with BDB who she really looks up to and thinks the 

way he wears his cowboy hat is super hot. She loves Italian-American music from BDB, 

who introduced her to it, and thinks he’s kind of romantic. She is quickly recruited by Head 

Chef to traffic kids after BDB screws up and fails to deliver Amberly and Travis. She’s 

terrified but can’t let any feelings show and doesn’t have time to process what’s even 

happening. She had no idea what was really going on but has no other choice than to do 

what her Step-Dad says, especially after seeing the repercussions of getting it wrong and 

Head Chef losing an eye. She doesn’t take any time to think about how she could be 

hurting other kids by trafficking them and sees it only as a matter of survival. She fears 

what might happen to Head Chef and especially her Mom if she doesn’t do what he says. 

She’s very bad and quite obvious in her approach to traffic kids and makes stupid choices 

such as “give them donuts, all kids love donuts.” Thinks what’s happening is much more 

simple than it really is.  

Head Chef, 42 
Head Chef is in charge of delivery of children for the Penn Heights trafficking ring, secretly 

headed up by the Mayor. He is callous and acutely focused on what he needs to do next in 

his role in the ring, as this is some seriously life threatening stuff. He runs the 24 hour 

Italian Restaurant Linguini & Love, as a financial cover for the ring, and keeping his place 

in the community as a respected business man, albeit being known for being a bit rough 

around the edges and having an anger problem. Head Chef is unreliable, dangerous, and 

very skilled at manipulation. He thinks only of himself and how to get ahead to the next 

level of the chain. He went to high school with The Mayor where they both got into trouble 

a lot but Head Chef always took the hit for the Mayor, ultimately catapulting The Mayor as 
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a trusting figure that could operate in criminal behaviour by having others do his dirty work. 

He thinks The Mayor is actually his friend.  

Linda (Amberly’s Mom), 43  
Linda is a woman who never wanted to have children and despite her daughter being 17, 

she still hasn’t quite figured out to be a Mother. She is an alcoholic and dependent on her 

daughter, Amberly to parent and take care of her whilst also being defiant in her role as 

being the one in charge. Linda is aloof, and constantly trying to escape from her reality. 

She hasn’t been with Amberly’s father since she was very little and has no idea where he 

is. Linda is often hit on at bars, and still holds onto the beauty and power she had in her 

youth. When she was young, she was the Prom Queen and nicknamed “the sweetheart of 

the rodeo” as everyone she dated, won the rodeo. Her life hasn’t gone the way her high 

school experience seemed to indicate, and gave her a false sense of power and beauty 

that she thought would never fade. She’s fighting to get that power back whilst refusing to 

also take responsibility for her life and to finally grow up in her 40s.  

Arthur, 17 
Arthur is incredibly naive, a contrarian and very into conspiracy theories. He believes 

whatever new thing appears in front of him and is good at self-delusion. He’s wildly known 

as one of the last virgins in their class at school but it’s not for lack of trying - he’s always 

watching YouTube videos on how to pick up girls. Determined to get laid and have a 

girlfriend before he graduates, he will do anything to appear attractive and cool, which 

always comes off as trying too hard. Arthur is a bit of a class clown and often in trouble 

with the Principal for badly thought out ideas (he was selling vapes to people during lunch 

and stealing food from the cafeteria kitchen).  

Drunk Guy, 21 
Former Penn Heights High student. He knew BDB as he was a few years older than him in 

high school. BDB recruited him to help pick out potential kids to traffic and get them scared 

before BDB seals the deal of taking them. Gets a good kick back from BDB if he can 

identify kids for him. Was super hot in high school and his beauty is drifting but his “bad 

boy” look has kept him getting girls. Sells weed on the side to hot girls.  
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High Girl 1, 19 
Former Penn Heights High student who buys drugs from Drunk Guy. Always looking for a 

fun time.  

High Girl 2, 19 
Former Penn Heights High student who buys drugs from Drunk Guy. Looking for a good 

time. Not worried about her future right now.  

Little Old Lady, 85 
Little Old Lady lost a bunch of money from gambling and to make extra cash, she got 

involved with BDB after he spotted her late one night. BDB had a good eye to exploit her 

seemingly “harmless” exterior for the ring. She often sets up or helps to deliver children to 

BDB and Head Chef if she can fool kids with her “nice grandma vibes” and giving them a 

ride home. Any money she makes goes right back into gambling at the local casino. She 

wants to win the lottery before she dies.  

Cashier, 25 
Cashier at Stop Shop Go. Recently got out of prison for money laundering. Little Old Lady 

is his grandma and knows that something is going on with what his Grandma does. He 

doesn’t question what she needs and if he needs to back her up for any trafficking in the 

Stop Shop Go, he’ll do it no questions asked. Has a pet lizard that he loves more than 

anything in the world. Would die for his lizard. Monotone, bored, and annoyed by talking to 

any people.  

Receptionist, 35 
Receptionist at the Sheriff’s Office. Doesn’t want to rock the boat. Does her job but doesn’t 

take initiative or question things.  

Jeff, 17 
Stoner skateboarder and student at Penn Heights High. Not interested in other people 

unless it is about talking about skateboarding. 

Principal McDaly, 50 
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Principal of Penn Heights High. Takes everything she hears at face value. Gets her news 

from Facebook. Trying to do the right thing without doing her research.  

Jenny Jones, 30 
Local TV Reporter who is the face of the news to Penn Heights. Beautiful, respected and 

uninterested in really telling the truth, but instead keeping her bosses and her position in 

the community untouched. Thinks she’s enormously talented and a very serious reporter. 

Thinks she could be on Fox News if she wanted to be but she’s deciding to give back to 

the small community instead. Used to sing The National Anthem at all the local football 

games.  

Local Resident 1 
Gun-totting and terrified parent. Believes no one else will protect you unless you protect 

yourself first. Scared about daughter in school with The Bear out.  

  

Local Resident 2 
Matter of fact resident who is very excited to be on the news for the first time whilst also 

being scared about his son inside the school.  

Local Resident 3 
Scared resident who thinks they have all the information.  

Local Resident 4 
Annoyed resident who thinks the police never think of the right thing fast enough.  

Mayor, 50 
The leader and head honcho of the human trafficking ring in Penn Heights. He’s been the 

Mayor for over 10 years, and has never been challenged in the re-election process. He 

has ties to larger rings that he works with other government leaders across the tri-state 

area of Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia. It was his idea to blame the missing 

children on The Bears and has instructed Head Chef and his pyramid of players to 

perpetuate this story. The Mayor is respected but joked about in the town but no one would 

ever say a bad word to his face. Went to high school with Head Chef and makes him do 
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the dirty work whilst also giving him a false sense of being irreplaceable in the chain of 

trafficking. 
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